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Esplanade Range, British Columbia
Day 6, January 8th, 2015

The morning forecast called for fog clearing by noon, and it did. This was our 6th 
consecutive day touring, window shopping, hauling camera gear and breaking trail. 
This playful corridor, bordered by poppy pillows on each side, funneled into a 
mandatory crescent shaped cliff. Floating the skiers right fall line with cameras 
nestled in the creek basin, Eric Hjorleifson takes flight in route to one of the better 
faceshots of the trip.

Shot on location by David Reddick, Golden Alpine Holidays, Sentry Lodge
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Transcend to extraordinary in the Chugach Mountains surrounding Valdez, Alaska 
and access immaculate velvet powder in Earth’s snowiest coastal mountain range.
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If you’re serious about instantly improving your overall skiing experience then it’s time to upgrade your ski 
boot liner. Surefoot Custom Liners come in three unique models designed for the nuances of all foot shapes 
and ability levels. From beginners to experts, a Surefoot Custom Liner is the best way to end the cold, pain and 
misery of ill-fitting boots. Surefoot liners work with all brands and models of ski boots. To experience the comfort and 
performance advantages a Surefoot Custom Liner will give you, come see one of our boot fitting experts at 
Surefoot today.

Skier: Russ Shay, Owner, Surefoot surefoot.com

THE DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN GOOD SKIING AND GREAT SKIING
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And that’s valid, but it’s worth noting, Seneca didn’t live in the mountains. Out here, amongst the snow-capped peaks of the 
Coast Mountains, fear and happiness can coexist; in fact, the argument could be made that the greatest life we hope for is one 
perfectly riding the line between the two.

If variety is the spice of life and diversity the main course, risk is the molten chocolate lava cake for dessert. There’s no point in 
piddling your life away, existing only within the margins of safety. The greatest rewards come from venturing out to the edge of 
your comfort zone, then pushing things a little deeper.

The good news is, risk is a sliding scale, and one person’s black diamond is another one’s blue square. The trick is to simply 
show up, commit to the experience and let things unfold naturally. The yoga crowd calls it “being present,” but all that really 
means is don’t do anything half-assed, whether you’re boot-packing up a mountain, ripping back down, spending time with 
your kids or obsessing over your latest passion project. The deeper you immerse yourself in the experience, the more benefits 
you’ll reap.

And fortunately, the Coast Mountains have a bottomless supply of true, natural experiences to sink into. There are good times 
around almost every corner and a smile waiting at the end of every turn. That’s the awesome thing about nature, it’s bigger 
than us, it’s been around longer than us and it is most definitely in charge. Life in the mountains is rooted in connection: to 
ourselves, to each other, and to the landscape around us. And connections are a lot like riding pow—the deeper you get, the 
happier you’ll be. 

– Feet Banks

FEET FIRST

EDITOR’SMESSAGE

Matty Richard, deeply happy. ANDREW BRADLEY PHOTO.

The Roman philosopher, Seneca, wrote, “Where fear is, happiness is not.” 
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CLIFF JENNINGS

MOUNTAINLIFER

50 YEARS OF WHISLER GOLD

Story by Feet Banks & Photography by Cliff Jennings

If you see a bit of extra smoke wafting through the Whistler Valley this 
winter, it’s probably not a sit-in at Rebagliati Park, but rather the aftermath 
of all the birthday candles Whistler is blowing out this year. Winter 2015/16 
marks 50 years of ski hill operations in Whistler, and Cliff Jennings has skied 
here for every single one of them. 



Cliff worked for Whistler Mountain before the lifts were built. He and wife, 
Vivian, managed one of the first lodges in town. He helped establish Whistler 
Search & Rescue in 1972 and was one of the first Municipal employees when 
the Muni was created in 1975. And he’s still here.

So to celebrate a half-century of pow turns, house parties and all the adventure 
that comes with life in a mountain town, we asked Cliff to share some photos 
and memories of those early years of Whistler. And like so many of us, his story 
begins in one of those viscous Coast Mountains autumn rains… 
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FIRST IMPRESSIONS

“I’d read an article about a new ski hill out west and drove from Edmonton. It was 
late October 1965, one of those absolutely torrential rainstorms. The road north 
from Squamish was still under construction and you had to drive across the Daisy 
Lake Dam—just water everywhere. Eventually I came to a big dirt parking lot with 
foundations going in for the gondola barn. I asked about the boss and someone 
pointed me to a guy filling sandbags. I was just out of engineering school so I asked 
if there were any jobs available—he handed me a shovel. Whistler Creek was going 
wild and they had just poured the concrete. I worked construction; that was late 
October and I never saw the peak of the mountain until early December. It was a 
stormy year.” 

ABOVE Where it all began. Whistler Creekside mid 1960’s  
BELOW Cliff enjoys an empty mountain back in the day.

Cliff Jennings, 2015. TODD LAWSON PHOTO.
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OPENING DAY 1965

“Whistler Mountain opened officially in mid-January. I 
had been building the upper T-Bar and turned an ankle, 
so that day they had me at mid-station of Red Chair 
yelling at people to keep their tips up. I also had to keep 
people on the upper mountain as the runs below Mid-
station had been cut but not cleared and were covered 
in fallen logs just below the snow. It filled in eventually 
though. That opening season was pretty dicey, except 
on weekends when things would liven up. There 
weren’t many facilities and not a lot of accommodation, 
Highland Lodge and Cheakamus Lodge and that was it 
maybe. From Vancouver, the drive up could be anywhere 
from three hours to over half a day.”

MARKETING 101 

“Heli skiing started in 1967/68: Pacific Ski Air 
working with Okanagan Helicopters. I was a guide 
and the owners weren’t around on weekdays. Our 
main drop-offs were Trorey, Tremor, Decker and 
the Blackcomb Glacier. Two drops and then we’d 
drop you at the Peak for glory turns down Shale 
Slope while the whole ski hill watched. [Peak Chair 
wasn’t built until 1986 - editor.] On a sunny day 
we’d ski down to the bottom of the Gondola and 
walk up and down the line yelling, ‘who wants 
to go heli skiing?’ That was marketing, we’d get 
people, but the locals would just hike.” 

SNOW DAYS

“The next year I ended up running the grooming. We 
had one snowcat and a 450 John Deere tractor with 
wide tracks that we used mostly for clearing snow 
out from under the lift towers—Red Chair was built 
too low.  We’d clear a path and in a few days the 
wind and snow would fill it back in. We got a lot of 
snow that year, the T-Bar opened in mid-January, but 
only for a couple of weeks until it was buried again.”

“One time I got a call from the RCMP—they were 
transporting a prisoner from Pemberton and were 
trapped in the snow. They needed to get somewhere 
to secure the prisoner, so I had to pick them up in the 
snowcat and drive them all to Function where the 
Malloch and Moseley Logging company offices had 
a secure room they could lock him in. I remember 
passing by cars that were totally buried. All you could 
see were the aerial antennae sticking up.”

The Usual Suspects. “Which way to après?”

ABOVE RIGHT  Bombs away. Cornice blasting. Avy control was a 
spectator sport. RIGHT Early heli skiing on Decker.
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WHISTLER KIDS, MOUNTAIN LIVING

Vivien Jennings – “I arrived in November of 1966. It was pouring rain, then 
snowing and I didn’t see the Peak until Christmas Day. Cliff and I met at a 
pyjama party at the Cheakamus Inn in 1968. After we got married, we ran the 
Highland Lodge from 1970 to 77. Things were picking up by then. We started 
having children and we’re still here. We might be the longest consecutive 
residents; Cliff always said he wasn’t going to give up skiing, so I said ‘once 
you’re 70, we’re leaving.’ But when he turned 69, we started getting grandkids 
in Whistler…”

Cliff – “Now I look forward to getting up the hill with my grandkids. That’s my 
bucket list, to ski with all my grandkids. So far I have with 7 out of 8. Not bad.” 

RAIN TO THE TOP

Ironically, it was a terrible snow year that really helped to 
boost Whistler’s popularity as a ski destination worth the trip.

“I think it was 1970. We got rained out, but the base stayed 
up top. All the Vancouver and Seattle areas were fully 
washed-out with no base, and ours was the only one that 
stayed, so when the snow came we were the only option 
with a base and people started coming up. I guess that 
was our first year of attracting a real international crowd.

A decade later, the first year that Blackcomb opened, it 
was another rough snow year. There was no 7th Heaven 
yet, so you couldn’t access that extra elevation. We still 
fared better than anyone else though.”

MILLION DOLLAR TURNS

“Our favourite run was to climb up Little Whistler, down to the Saddle and hike 
around to the south side of the Peak, looking down at Cheakamus Lake.  Then 
we’d drop into the main bowl off Upper Highway 86. One Friday the thirteenth, 
there was a huge avy in there that cleaned open some space in the trees below, 
and you could ride that path, then follow the creek bed under a tree and go left 
and down through big timber until you’d hit the logged area and out. It was 
5,000 feet of untouched. It was interesting because I showed some slides at the 
museum last year and there was one of the tree that had fallen over the creek 
bed, and as I was explaining the run,  a young snowboarder kid in the audience 
came up, a little bit shocked, and said, ‘We go right there.’” 

BLACKCOMB 

“When Blackcomb first opened there were no dual mountain passes available so 
a lot of locals stayed with Whistler. Doug Wylie, Lindsay Wilson and I went up on 
some of the early days and it was wild—really great fall-line skiing. The runs were 
much more fun back then, they hadn’t harmonized them yet so you would catch 
huge air off the road crossings. Now it is all smoothed out. They also had a lot of 
gladed areas, Gandy Dancer [Now called Ross’s Gold - editor] used to have a lot 
of trees but a big windstorm came through one winter. All the trees left standing 
were no longer protected by other trees so the winds flattened everything.”

“What worked for us on Blackcomb was there was hardly anyone there at first, 
and before the high speed chairs came in it was fifteen minutes faster to get to 
the top than if you were uploading on Whistler, so you could get a lot of good 
vertical. And every time a new lift went in it was explore time, places we used to 
have to hike to were now immediately available.”

THE MERGE

“When the mountains merged I think it was good and bad. It was good to 
combine marketing efforts, but one thing I miss is Blackcomb leant itself much 
better to First Tracks Breakfast because when they let you out you’d have 5–7 
runs that have a steep enough pitch for a 30 to 40–centimetre day. One of 
my best First Tracks ever was with my nephew and my son, and by 11 a.m. 
we had 20,000 feet of vert—all powder—just on the main runs. Depending 
on when the groomers had been through we’d have 15 to 40–centimetres of 
fresh on top of groomed. These days, the merge is good because people come 
here and have two hills to choose from. And with the PEAK 2 PEAK, a lot of us 
thought it was so stupid and of course now we all use it. It really helps if you 
have a bad snow year down low.”

Eddie Schum rips the Friday the 13th Avy Path. West Bowl Whistler.

MIDDLE LEFT “Who’s got the wineskin?” Another day in paradise. ABOVE Sunny delight. Fresh pow in Sun Bowl.
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UPFRONT

James Box, Chuting Gallery, Pemberton Backcountry. JAMES MUNSHAW PHOTO.

By Penelope Buswell

It was midway through a heated debate at the top of Corona Bowl when I 
realized my basic Avalanche Skills Training course (AST 1), and a few follow-
the-leader trips, hadn’t given me the experience to make proper backcountry 
decisions. The sun was glaring, the snowpack was changing and I was pretty 
damn sure the slope faced south . . . but not sure enough to prove it. Clearly, it 
was time for more training. 

Enter Altus Mountain Guides’ backcountry splitboard camps. Altus offers AST 
1 training for beginners, but these camps take new splitboarders out into the 
backcountry to practice what they learned, hands on, in an all-snowboarder 
group with a guide. 

I’m put in an international group of nine students. We’re all comfortable 
snowboarders and most of us have left resort boundaries a couple of times. 
The 3-day course is run by Altus owner and Association of Canadian Mountain 
Guides (ACMG) guide, Ross Berg, with assistance from Olympian and Canadian 
Ski Guide Association (CSGA) guide, Justin Lamoureux as well as Rupert Davies, 
another professional snowboarder who is also an aspiring guide.

We learn how to set up the finicky splitboard bindings before heading up 
Blackcomb’s 7th Heaven chairlift to practice transceiver searches. Then we split 
the boards and start shuffling up Disease Ridge. As we traverse, our instructors 
give tips on the importance of an impeccably waxed base and a quick tutorial 
on how to use poles. Having used poles before, I propel myself forward to 
the front of the group with a smug flourish while others prod the ground 
untrustingly before discovering how useful a tool they can be.

The next morning begins with route planning. Ross asks us to point out map 
features in the surrounding terrain. He stays quiet while we think through our 
answers and his mentor/mentee vibe continues throughout the day as we’re 
asked: “What are the hazards?” “How would you approach that line?” “Why do 
you think that would be the best route?” 

The final day of the course covers more vertical. We find routes to Circle Lake 
on Blackcomb Mountain, while the guides explain the area’s avalanche history. 
This is the great thing about doing a course on your home mountain: you learn 
routes that you’ll take again and again. 

“As a new tourer it’s important to be trained,” explains Mary Clayton, 
Communications Director at Avalanche Canada. “When people first start 
touring they sometimes don’t understand how to read terrain, how to match 
terrain to the continually changing current conditions, and how you manage the 
consequences of a slide through terrain selection. It’s also really important to 
be practiced with your rescue gear.” Mary stresses the importance of a shovel, 
probe and transceiver, and adds, “a lot of people look at airbags as a magic 
bullet. But there have been fatalities with deployed airbags as well.” 

I leave the Altus course more comfortable. Three days of making my own 
decisions, under the watch of a guide, makes me confident enough to head out 
for touring — but this time with a map, a compass, and a better grasp of the 
most important tools of all, knowledge and experience. 

altusmountainguides.com / avalanche.ca  

TIME TO SPLIT
SPLITBOARDING-ONLY BACKCOUNTRY CAMPS TEACH KEY SKILLS AND SAFETY

http://altusmountainguides.com
http://avalanche.ca
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By Todd Lawson

It’s 5:00 a.m. on a cold, winter morning in Whistler. Most 
hardy souls up at this hour are just creeping out from 
under a warm duvet and checking the snow report as 
they put coffee on. But not Palo Maryncak. He steps out 
of a lakefront cabin and into the harsh reality of minus 
15 degrees Celsius wearing nothing but Crocs and a 
bathrobe. He casually walks onto the dock to partake 
in his daily, morning ritual—a four- to five-minute-long 
“bath” in ice-cold Green Lake.

“I started doing this when I was about 14 in my 
hometown of Bratislava, Slovakia,” Maryncak explains. “It 
was actually part of our track and field training. We would 
jump into the cold water to help heal our bodies from all 
of the micro-tears. It helps to seal them and you don’t 
have as much muscle soreness afterwards.”

Palo adds that his daily plunges also aid in strengthening 
his immune system and making blood vessels constrict, as 
they try to keep warm blood in the core. “It helps to train 
these cells,” he says. “It also helps with blood circulation, 
detoxification and your cardiovascular system as well.” 

No matter how many times he does it, the shock-factor 
is always there—but dealing with it the right way helps 
to ease the pain. To prevent what is known as cold shock 
response, Palo immerses himself slowly instead of jumping 
in. “It gets more intense once my chest sinks in and the 
first thing I feel is a shortening of breath, full exhalation 
is especially difficult,” he says. “Then it becomes about 
staying mentally calm and focused. You just have to tell 
yourself that you can do it. You will think that you can’t, 
but you just have to try. For me personally, I do it as 
training, like yoga and meditation. If you can get past that 
mental shock and really stay calm, it’s not all that bad.”

Maryncak starts cold-water plunging at the end of the 
summer to begin preparing his immune system for the 
autumnal onslaught of newcomers arriving in Whistler, 
who often unknowingly bring flu bugs (or worse) from all 
points of the globe. His longest streak is every day for three 
months straight. “I almost never get sick now,” he says. 

After a cold water plunge is over, the body releases 
cortisol and endorphins, essentially an adrenaline fix, 
but Maryncak explains he also enjoys the very unique 
connection to nature that this ritual provides. 

“One of the greatest things is when you walk out and 
you’re not cold, standing there on the dock. It’s dark, silent 
and your body starts producing heat and endorphins— it’s 
an amazing feeling of being alive.” 

ICE COLD CHILLIN’
A DUNK-A-DAY KEEPS THE DOCTOR AWAY

POLAR BEAR SWIMS IN THE SEA TO SKY

While Maryncak perfoms his slushy-cold ritual almost every single day for minutes at a time, the Coast 
Mountains are home to public “Polar Bear” celebrations that usually see big groups of people running in and 
running right back out again.

VANCOUVER  
January 1, 2016. 2:30 p.m., English Bay Bathhouse

The Vancouver Polar Bear Swim Club is one of the 
largest and oldest Polar Bear Clubs in the world. Its 
initial swim was in 1920 when a small number of 
hardy swimmers took the plunge into English Bay on 
New Year’s Day. Led by their founder, Peter Pantages, 
the swim has grown from around 10 swimmers in 
that year to the new record of 2,550 official entries 
set in 2014. 

SQUAMISH 
January 1, 2016. Noon, Nexen Beach

Squamish is on the ocean so why not start the New 
Year with a dip?

PEMBERTON 
January 24 1:00 p.m., Pemberton Winterfest  
 Part of the Winter Carnival, so there’s a fire for after. 
winterfest.com   

UPFRONT

Freezing the flu season. Palo Maryncak in Green Lake. OSKAR STEINER PHOTO.

http://www.winterfest.com/
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QUIKSILVER STORE  
CRYSTAL LODGE, WHISTLER VILLAGE  

604-938-7713

THAT’S IT JACKET
LIGHT WEIGHT
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#585 Leather lined 
in Rustic Brown.  
$199.95

 One   
      pair.

                      That’s all it takes.
                  Just one pair of 
        Blundstone boots will 
     make you a fan for life. 
     No laces. All season. Long 
      wearing. Go anywhere. 
         Spine and joint sparing. 
                 So comfortable that –   
              surprise! You end  
                                          up with 
      two pairs.

blundstone.ca

All-Season
Adventure Gear

O U T F I T T E R S

Beside Nester’s Market in Squamish Station

604 892 9092        squamish@vpo.ca 
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By Feet Banks

According to the experts, Mark Warner’s Low 
Pressure Podcast shouldn’t work. We live in a 
“time-starved society,” they say, a world of 
insta-everything where information is created, 
curated, and consumed faster than ever before. A 
54-page study, released by Microsoft in May 2015, 
concluded that the human attention span has 
dropped to just eight seconds—that’s 1 second less 
than a goldfish.

Warner’s Low Pressure Podcast is an optimistic 
exception. Episodes are anywhere from 45–60 
minutes long and feature real-time conversations 
with some of the most interesting personalities in 
skiing talking about the joys, trials and nuances of 
sliding on snow and enjoying the mountains.

“A podcast gets you way more in-depth than video 
or writing,” Warner says. “This way you get to hear 
your favourite skier or personality from the industry 

and get a sense of who they really are and what 
makes them tick.“

Mark started planning the Low Pressure Podcast in 
2012 after failing to find a good ski podcast online. 
“I was making dinner and looking for one,” he says, 
“and I couldn’t find anything, which was a surprise 
because there are podcasts about everything. There 
are literally a dozen knitting podcasts.”

After a winter of planning and mulling the idea 
over, the Low Pressure Podcast launched in 
November 2013 with an episode-per-week schedule 
over the winter months and sporadic summer 
sessions. In 40-plus episodes so far, Mark has 
talked to a wide and interesting cross section of 
skiing—everyone from Olympians to bootfitters, 
to pow-chasing pros and more. Produced from his 
living room in Whistler (or sometimes out in the 
mountains), Warner says there is no shortage of 
quality interviews in the Sea to Sky Corridor.

“The mountains are huge and the people I want 
to talk to either live here or come here to ski,” 
he says. “As the show grows, I do want to travel 
more though. I did four episodes from Japan last 
winter and that was important because I don’t 
want it to become just a Whistler podcast. It’s been 
downloaded in 92 countries so the audience is 
definitely diverse.”

With new support from Whistler Blackcomb and 
Arc’teryx, Mark is looking forward to Season Three. 
“I want to do more topic-oriented shows and keep 
it varied. I’m not against talking to snowboarders 
either; people like Jeremy Jones or Marie-France 
Roy are athletes who really transcend their sport. If 
I think my audience will relate to a story, I will put it 
out. There really are no rules.”

Nor should there be—it’s a goldfish’s world, we just 
ski here.  

lowpressurepodcast.com

UPFRONT

LOW PRESSURE PODCAST
THE FORECAST IS CALLING FOR FLURRIES OF RELAXED CONVERSATION

Mark Warner talks the walk, in ski boots. RICH GLASS PHOTO.
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Hornby Escape Hatch
LIFE IS BETTER WITH OPTIONS

Story by Steve Storey & Photography by Justa Jeskova
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BACKYARD



Living in a part of the world where a matter of 
metres can be the difference between winter 
and spring, the weather can play with your 

emotions and tease you into insanity. Here in the Coast 
Mountains we enjoy the diversity of being able to be 
knee-deep in snow one day and paddling around the 
ocean the next. But the flip side of that convenience is 
the cruel reality of rain where you want snow and snow 
where you don’t even really want rain.

In a way, this creates a need to broaden our scope 
and talents and learn to play with what the weather is 
offering. A sub-par ski season in the mountains beckoned 
us to search beyond our wintery borders. A friend 
suggested checking out Hornby Island in the off-season. 
With promises of lush green forests with ribbons of 
moss-fringed single track and the opportunity to swim 
with sea lions, our winter escape plan set itself in motion.

Located off the East Coast of Vancouver Island, Hornby 
Island is best known as a summer destination. In the 
warmer months its population swells four fold as people 
come for the beaches and myriad of ocean themed 
activities. But the winter months offer up grippy 
mountain bike trails scarcely touched by snow, empty 
beaches and waters teeming with sea lions. A chilled-out 
island experience was just another perk of trading a peak 
season winter weekend in Whistler for a shoulder season 
experience on Hornby.

Despite being only about 100 kilometres west of 
Squamish, getting to Hornby requires three ferry 
rides from the lower mainland. The island has seen 
most of its original old growth forest logged, but 
small sections have been preserved including an area 
in Helliwell Provincial Park. Garry oak and Douglas 
fir dominate the protected area on the edge of the sea, 
which is home to hundreds of sea lions in the winter. 
Scraggly Arbutus and dead trees provide roosts for the 
large eagle population next to the many cliffs formed 
by years of ocean erosion. To the west of Helliwell is 
Mount Geoffrey Regional Nature Park where the area’s 
mountain bike trails are situated. At an elevation of 330 
metres above sea level, it’s the highest point on the island 
offering views of surrounding gulf islands, Vancouver 
Island, and mainland BC.

An oft-used phrase, ‘if variety is the spice of life, 
diversity is the main course,’ rings especially true here. 
Within a few hours travel from our home in Whistler 
we have access to a spectacular range of eco-systems, 
weather, and playgrounds. Our extended backyard 
makes for a perfect winter escape (or at least a new 
winter wonderland.) 

The mountain bike trails of Hornby Island offer up their own unique 
flavour. Break bumps are non existent, there is almost always perfect 
traction, and its trails are some of the best all-mountain flow riding you’ll 
find anywhere in the world. 
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LEFT PAGE, FROM TOP LEFT 
These inquisitive guys are more bark than 
bite.  Big, loud, and obnoxious on land, they 
transform into gentle giants with the agility 
of a fighter jet once in the water.

TOP RIGHT What mountain bike fairy tales 
are made of.

MIDDLE LEFT Snow doesn’t often make an 
appearance on Hornby but when it does the 
island takes on an other-worldly appearance 
worth every moment of numb fingers and toes.

MIDDLE CENTRE Helliwell Provincial Park 
has a healthy eagle population all winter long 
and the majestic birds tend to roost low to the 
ground offering up-close-and-personal viewing.

MIDDLE RIGHT Prayer flags on Mt 
Geoffrey Peak.

BOTTOM LEFT Bikes and beaches, a kid’s 
dream come true. Especially in the middle 
of winter.

BOTTOM RIGHT The Helliwell Bluffs.

THIS PAGE Mountain biker, free diver, sea 
lion whisperer, and the inspiration behind 
our winter escape, Galyn Franklin.  He’s 
spent years on Hornby dialling in the trail 
network and more recently, free diving 
with the sea lions.  He may be the first 
free-diver on Hornby to jump in the water 
with the playful giants.  After seeing photos 
of his submarine exploits a few years ago 
I expressed interest in tagging along.  He 
suggested bringing the bikes and checking 
out the local trails too.  He thrives in the 
outdoors and embodies diversity when it 
comes to taking advantage of everything 
coastal BC has to offer.
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One of the unique geological 
features of Mount Geoffrey, the 
escarpment.  It runs along the 
west side of the island with a 
trail flanking its entirety offering 
up views along the way and an 
opportunity to ride among the 
arbutus trees.

“If variety is the spice of life, diversity is the main course”
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THIS BEAST HAS GRAPHENE IN ITS DNA.  
 GRAPHENE™ IS THE THINNEST AND LIGHTEST   

ELEMENT EVER DISCOVERED BY MANKIND.  
GRAPHENE™ IS ALSO THE STRONGEST MATERIAL  

 ON THE PLANET, STRONGER THAN DIAMOND  
 AND 300 TIMES STRONGER THAN STEEL. 

HAVE NO FEAR, THIS MONSTER WILL CHEW UP AND   
SPIT OUT ANY TERRAIN THAT COMES YOUR WAY.

MONSTER 88

SKI & BOOT FIT

SKI &BOOT FIT

AVAILABLE AT
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BACKYARD



NOTES ON 
COASTAL 
STEEP 
SKIING

Story & Photography  
by Trevor Hunt
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Exposure is an arena for the mind. Mentally, skiing above a 500-foot cliff is scarier than a one-hundred-foot cliff, yet if a mistake is made, 
the resulting reality will be very much the same. 

Contemporary society has woven itself a very tight safety net to allow us to live comfortably within our own reality. Make a mistake, or 
overstep our abilities, and we’re whisked off to the hospital for a second chance. Absolute exposure on a mountainside forces a momentary 
respite from this persistent illusion—faced with the Reality, honesty is recommended. 

“Reality is merely an illusion, albeit a very persistent one.” Albert Einstein

Name: The Ledge

Date: May 6, 2015

Strategy: Solo

Status: First descent

Distance: 12k from town

Summary: Reality overdose

PREVIOUS PAGES “The Ledge” up close and personal. THIS PAGE A better look at the route and exposure on “The Ledge.” Any volunteers for the second descent?
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Numerous guidebooks and a well-marked trail system make Squamish a world-renowned mecca of rock 
climbing, mountain biking and hiking for locals and tourists. No one comes for the skiing though, and for 
good reason—lurking in the wilds above town are pockets of terrain unfit for the local tourist guide and a 
two-week holiday won’t unlock the logging road labyrinth that leads there. Home court advantage is key: a 
winter’s worth of observations, snowpack evaluation, and years of interaction with the terrain on foot, only 
begin to expose subtle possibilities for a descent on skis.  



Name: Dalton Dome
Date: April 6, 2014
Strategy: Solo
Status: First descent
Distance: 23k from town
Summary: The best ski 
line seen from Downtown 
Squamish
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Screw the action sports stereotypes—this adrenaline isn’t addictive. No one yearns for these types of scenarios. And yet they exist. However 
improbable, they sit there just begging to be skied… patches of snow among the vertical world. For me, their close proximity to Squamish only 
further reduces healthy excuses, whereas that line overseas can always wait due to life commitments and a lack of funds. 

Name: Undisclosed

Date: Feb. 6, 2013

Strategy: Solo

Status: First descent

Distance: 46k from town

Summary: Exposure as muse
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MOVE FREELY,  
EXPAND YOUR PLAYGROUND

Salomon Store 

Pan Pacific,  
Whistler Mountainside 
604.905.2295
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“. . . up there, with a split-second of indecision, the difference between survival and its opposite, right action and right 
thought, and the very nature of life is absolutely clear.”   Mark Twight  
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Like any established ski community, the Sea to Sky Corridor has its classic couloirs and faces, lines of obvious beauty that get multiple descents each 
season. But as generations of skiers pass, it becomes almost impossible to find untouched lines that fit these criteria. As fate would have it, what my 
hometown lacks in ski line classics, it more than compensates with un-skied lines more akin to circus freaks. These geological anomalies have slopes 
so steep and exposed that they will never be skied on a regular basis, or attract skiers from elsewhere. Each of these lines were fleeting events for me, 
momentary escapes that were only meant to be experienced once—unreal memories for the alter ego. 

Name: Sky Pilot
Date: March 6, 2015
Strategy: Solo
Status: First descent
Distance: 11k from town 

Summary: Easily viewed 
from the deck of the Sea to 
Sky gondola. While climbing 
the line you get the feeling 
you’re being watched.
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EAT, PRAY, SHRED 
Story by Taylor Godber & Photography by Erin Hogue

EPICTRIP
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A woken by a frozen kiss once again. The crisp air bites the only flesh 
peering out from my down-filled cocoon as I slowly climb into 
consciousness. All senses and perceptions begin creeping back into 

reality: the wind pattering like a thousand anxious hands, hungry to penetrate the 
marine-grade cotton tent walls, the musty-smoke odour of burnt firewood, and 
the blinding bright whiteout that can only be created by ferocious winter storms.

But that smell… panic pushes in as I realize that the tent is completely full of 
smoke. Still half mummified in my bed I crawl towards the exit, anxiety building 

as the sleeping 
bag zipper jams 
and catches even 
more material 
with every 
frantic tug. I find 

momentary relief by tearing open the tent door. This allows the smoke to leave 
but creates a clean entrance for an unwelcome guest — the blizzard. It’s 4:30 
a.m. on day four and we haven’t even left basecamp…
   
Alaska. It’s our first time to the Holy Land of big mountain riding—fellow rider 
Claudia Avon, photographer Erin Hogue, myself, and our filmer Bruce Johnson. 
Talon Gilis had already been in AK for a month, so he joined our crew to 
become a guide, photographer, fellow rider and explorer. We later find out he’s 

been holding in a herniated stomach muscle with a wooden block and tensor 
bandage—Alaska is not for the not-tough. We came to snowboard and capture it 
all on film for our passion project, but instead we are currently attending to our 
most recent of many near death avoidances—smoke inhalation.

The hazards of Alaska began long before we ever touched snow.  We had already 
narrowly missed redecorating the truck with a moose through the windshield on 
the 2,358-kilometre road trek from Whistler to Haines. We’d also failed to bring 
the back-up supply of diesel necessary for the long stretches of Alaskan highway 
that have no gas stations. Then there was the time we lost an entire hub and tire 
from the trailer, and the other time when we lost each other one night in Haines 
because rich Californians kept ringing the “free drink” bell. 

Shit happens when you travel, we aren’t novice to that fact. But after an entire 
season of hustling for snow, to journey to the promised land only to end up 
tent-bound for 96 hours straight as smoke and blizzard battle for dominance of 
our living space… we are all starting to feel defeated. Struggling to MacGyver 
the chimney repairs with duct tape and a shovel blade whilst battling Mother  
Nature’s arctic gusts of laughter stretches our patience thinner than a fruit roll-
up. My yogic mindset and practice on how to be present, dismiss expectations 
and surrender to the outcome begin to drift away with the fleeting smoke. 
A warm welcome to The Last Frontier, with a bitter spoonful of medicine. 

PAGE 56-57 Earn and Burn. Taylor Godber, ascending. LEFT Claudia Avon, owning it. ABOVE Tent life is a good life, kinda. TOP RIGHT Northern Lights! BOTTOM RIGHT The author enjoys some downtime.

“Never have I ever been so excited to 
pee outdoors in minus 20 degrees.”
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But we  fix the chimney and as the storms rage on we do what we can to 
suffocate impatience and even find a semblance of contentment somewhere, 
(maybe next to the half-eaten raw chicken a fox has left for us). Confined, 
we turn to strumming the guitar, reading about fear, and watching Entourage 
marathons or Jeremy Jones movies on repeat thanks to the truck converter. 
We take blizzard walks with neighbouring aliens (they could have been there), 
perform small-space yoga, chug boxed red wine, and lay down countless 
massacres of two-dollar bags of potato chips. And then the next thing we know, 
someone pokes their head out to azure skies and a blanket of frozen happiness 
on everything below it. Never have I ever been so excited to pee outdoors in 
minus 20 degrees. Go time.

Step one: Finally get moving. We fumble with tent-cramped legs and foggy 
brains to gather our gear. It’s like the first day of the season: layers, beacons, 
radios, GoPros, water, food, crevasse rescue gear, extra fuel, waterproof matches, 
sleds loaded up, gas and oil full, gloves. Today we might go snowboarding! The 
rumble of 800cc Ski-Doo engines helps build the morning stoke and we charge 
off towards dramatic snow covered peaks that stand powerful and cold-smoked, 
every bit as alluring and mythical as Narnia or Middle Earth.  

ABOVE Alaska is a great place to feel small. BELOW Hitching a ride. The commute back from another great line.
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PHOTOGRAPHER: MATT GUNN | LOCATION: SPEARHEAD
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Clear and Present Powder. Taylor Godber finds enlightenment .

Step two: Don’t die getting to the snowboard zones. High alpine snowmobiling 
in a metre-plus of fresh snow anywhere is challenging, but in Alaska, it’s like 
driving a scooter naked in a tropical storm, in a third world country with a 
hundred pound bag on your back. There are no rules, it’s hard work, you’re 
vulnerable, and there are a lot of things to avoid running into.

Sledding in AK is like a series of skill testing questions with very definite wrong 
answers at every turn. We break trail into zones we know next to nothing about 
and  tiptoe as carefully as a 500-pound machine possibly can amidst a crevasse 
field. We ride alongside wolverine tracks and side-hill around holes where the 
smallest slip-up could leave us buried deep below with the woolly mammoths. 

Pushing closer to the slopes of our contentment, we can’t help but share some 
celebratory girl-power snowmobile moments on this part of the expedition— 
verbal reminiscence of those few who were patient enough to go against the 
grain and teach us how to sled over the past four years. Silent thank yous to those 
who taught us through impatience and the tough love method of “keep up or be 
left behind.” We all have tales of being left behind on our own for hours to catch 
up, flipping sleds solo, digging out of trenches, and the general overwhelming 
discouragement of failure. But here in Alaska we make it safely, thanks to friends 
who rode with us in the past, just as we are hopefully laying a little pave-way for 
more ladies to come in the future. 



EVERYEVERYEVERY
SKIERSKIERSKIER
DREAMSDREAMSDREAMS
OFOFOF
FLYING.FLYING.FLYING.

CMHSKI.COM
#cmhheli

Call us at 1-800-661-0252 and open the door to a lifelong obsession.

Well rested, belly full, memories of the night before still lingering.

Crisp mountain air expands your lungs as you step outside.

Perfect powder beneath you. Mountains as far as your eyes can see... 

IT’S NO LONGER A DREAM — TAKE FLIGHT.

CMH MONASHEES
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The deeper we venture, the more present we get. 
Maybe it’s the dopamine release from sledding or 
the earn-and-burn of each step as we hike to the top 
of our lines, soggy and alone like the last Cheerio 
in a jumbo bowl of milk. Crests of jagged rock own 
the highest points of the horizon, steep faces veiled 
perfectly in layered creamy frozen icing, and cedar-
coloured groups of spires jutting out like guards at 
Buckingham Palace while casting shadows on the 
bright blue ice fields below. Where is the spaceship 
to take us back to earth? Standing on the side of 
those mountains is unlike anything we have ever 
seen, an energy none of us had ever felt — in a few 
moments Alaska resurrects our spirits, undoing all 
that had crushed them mere days before. 

High alpine snowmobiling in a 

metre-plus of fresh snow anywhere 

is challenging, but in Alaska, it’s 

like driving a scooter naked in a 

tropical storm, in a third world 

country with a hundred pound bag 

on your back.

LEFT The Climb-to-Ride Ratio. Some of these lines required one hour+ hikes.
BELOW Cruisin’ on Haines Pass. 
BOTTOM RIGHT Blue sky celebration ceremony. One of the few clear days.
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PROFILE
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INSIDE ERIC HJORLEIFSON

The Open Cage



Photo Credits: Andrew Doran/Randy Lincks/Conny Amelunxen

1.800.667.4854   tlhheliskiing.com

Heli skiing  
Holidays  
Made easy
With quick and easy access from either Vancouver or 

Whistler, we make it easy to enjoy unlimited skiing, one 

group per heli, locally inspired meals in our luxurious 

lodge and a full-service spa. 



Story by Feet Banks & Photography by Robin O’Neill

It’s a typical October afternoon in Whistler: blowing leaves and rain, not quite Halloween, but still too warm for 
snow. It’s a time of year best suited to taking a surf trip, and most local ski pros do just that. Not Eric Hjorleifson 
though, he’s at home rebuilding his chairlift. Later on, he’ll probably go down to the workshop he built in his 

Whistler townhome’s storage locker and tinker with the future of ski touring boots. If all goes well, he might be down 
there all night.

“I’m really good at not going to bed,” Eric admits. “I remember as a kid my parents would have to come up to my little 
loft bedroom at three in the morning because they could hear me rooting through my Lego with a flashlight.”

Hjorleifson built his first working Lego chairlift at age 11, the version he’s re-building today comes from his teen years 
and includes complex dual-cam gear systems and tension adjust systems for both the top and bottom towers. “I was 
fascinated with chairlifts,” he says. “If you are into tech and machines, and you ski, a chairlift is a pretty amazing combo.” 

Born, raised, and skiing by age two in Canmore, Alberta, Eric spent his early years chasing his parents and race coaches 
around Lake Louise before his natural curiosity (and old-school RAP ski films on VHS) drew him beyond the race gates. 
By his late teens, Eric was skiing with big mountain icons like Andrew Sheppard and Kevin Hjertaas, and gaining a 
healthy respect for ski touring and the backcountry.

“I remember a very sheltered, naive, extremely talented young kid,” says Andrew Sheppard. “The first time I saw him 
was on the cover of Rocky Mountain Outlook—a local newspaper—doing this huge, laid-out, crossed-up backflip. Who 
the hell is this kid?!”

That kid and Sheppard ended up on a Mike Weigle heli-ski trip together shortly thereafter. Next was five weeks in 
Argentina when Hoji was just 19 years old. “That was the breaking-in of his innocence,” Sheppard laughs. “We went 
straight from the bar to hike up and ski Torre Cillas (3,771 m/12,372 ft.), the crown jewel of Las Leñas. After that, we 
went to Alaska, I always stressed the importance of mountain sense, but he also has a natural ability to put himself in all 
the right places at all the right times. He’s highly organized and intelligent. He surrounds himself with the right people 
and just absorbs information, and has a relentless drive for improvement. He’s a genius really, even if all that Lego meant 
he never got laid in high school.” 

Firing up the lift.  TODD LAWSON PHOTO. BACKGROUND MARCUS PALADRINO PHOTO.
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The Cage
These days, Lego is strictly nostalgia and Eric exercises his creativity in “The Cage,” an 11-by-5-feet storage locker in the 
basement of the Whistler townhouse he shares with fiancée (and three-time IFSA World Champion big mountain skier) 
Jen Ashton. In amongst his neighbours’ outdoor gear, off-season tires, and Christmas decorations, Hoji has constructed a 
tiny workspace to tinker with the future of skiing.

“Cell phones don’t work down here,” he explains while unlocking the wire-mesh ceiling and sliding it back on a custom 
rail set-up. Tools hang from every wall, and space is fully optimized. “There are no distractions, so it allows me to fall 
into these work marathons—the longest has been about 20 hours or so, a few of those back-to-back. It can be hard on 
the relationship, or I miss people coming over or phone calls, but I get stuff done down here.”

“I think he gets these ideas in his head of how to make things better and he has to do it,” Ashton says. “It’s like he has 
tunnel vision, obsessed, focused. He’s very brilliant at finding ways to make it work.”

That focus has led Eric to some remarkable innovations down in The Cage: from bicycle ski racks so he and Jen can ride 
to the lifts (“it’s literally faster than driving and you’re warmed up when you get there”), to a new tail clip attachment 
for touring skins (“simple, but it surpasses everything else in my opinion”), to the Renegade, the first ski he designed for 
4FRNT Skis and the project that initially brought attention to Hoji’s off-mountain skills. 
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Renegade Designer
“We called ourselves a ‘rider-owned’ ski company, but a lot of that was marketing,” explains Matt Sterbenz, an ex-pro 
freeskier who founded 4FRNT in 2002. “None of us were engineers, but Eric possesses that mindset—he was born with 
it and he developed it through ingenuity. He has his own vision of skiing and he wants to build it into a reality.”

After visiting ski builder Endre Hall in Norway in the fall of 2007, Hjorleifson had an epiphany moment. “I was hung-
over on the journey home and suddenly I knew I wanted to experiment with a gradual, fully rockered ski design and 
began playing with the rocker profile matching the sidecut radii our ski engineer had sent.”

After building his first ski prototype out of cardboard to help visualize the shape, Hoji pressed the first-ever 4FRNT 
Renegades at a factory on Vashon Island, Washington and took them to Alaska to film for his video part. “They were too 
soft and a bit dangerous for the terrain,” he admits, “but I skied some good lines and was immediately addicted to skiing 
on skis I actually had a part in making. That was the beginning of real product development for me, rather than just 
giving feedback on other peoples’ designs and complaining about stuff.”

The original Renegade ski took over two years to perfect and launched in 2009. Hoji has been fine-tuning the design ever 
since. “He is a known tinkerer,” Sterbenz says, “but he has one of the most diverse and mature skillsets in the game. Not 
only can he conceive of an idea and evolve a product into something more intuitive, but then he can go and perform its 
function at the highest level with an extreme amount of what appears to be ease. That puts him in a very elite league.” 
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Man of the Mountains
Strong, fluid and smart, Hjorleifson’s on-snow style is as admired as his tech work and he’s been filming with top ski 
movie companies for over a decade, travelling the world in search of adventure, terrain and perfect snow. 
 
“I’m definitely not skipping film or pow days to work on gear, yet,” he says. “That’s part of the enjoyment of what we do, 
you can’t do it all the time and there is a search, you realize how rare those perfect days really are and it keeps you hungry. 
I still enjoy skiing and the opportunity it presents to push my skiing as hard as I can.”

Eric admits he is at a point in his career where crashing is not something he wants to do, but says he draws inspiration, 
and a lot of enjoyment, out of watching younger rippers like 4FRNT teammate and born-and-raised Whistler skier, Kye 
Petersen.

“Last year was the first major team trip I’ve been on with him,” Hoji says. “We were at Golden Alpine Holidays and it’s 
funny, I’ve filmed in that zone for ten years and it was awesome to see him come in and start charging into stuff I had 
never really seen or acknowledged. There are a lot of great skiers out there, but it’s the same with every generation, there 
are some naturals who just do it the way they do it with pure athleticism that can’t really be judged and keeps the sport 
artistic. Kye changes people’s perception of skiing, and then he’ll go off on his Yupis and hit lines on a NoBoard all day. 
Very worthy lines, stuff I’ve filmed on skis.”

For the past five years, Hjorleifson has also hit up Golden Alpine Holidays every December as co-coach of an early-
season Freeride Touring Camp aimed at teaching valuable backcountry skills and safety. “Back when I was kid, 
backcountry skiing was not a mainstream thing,” Hoji says. “It was less popular, the equipment wasn’t as available and 
there were no Internet avalanche bulletins. Basically you had to know someone to get out there.”

Times have changed, backcountry use is the fastest growing snow sport demographic, and Hoji believes these camps 
are integral, much like the Capow camps Marty Schaeffer runs out of Revelstoke or the Altus camps here in the Coast 
Mountains (see pg. 31). “If the industry keeps promoting backcountry skiing without these kinds of camps, it’s like 
selling Ferraris to kids without driver’s licenses.” 
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The Future
It’s possible that Hoji’s campaign for backcountry safety may stem from the fact that he is literally altering the future of 
the sport, or at least the technology. Working with Dynafit over the past half-decade, Eric had a hand in helping create 
the revolutionary Vulcan touring boot, as well the new Beast binding.

“I didn’t design the Vulcan, but I feel like they listened to me,” he says. “The Beast was really funny because I had been 
working with Dynafit for a few years and had all these ideas to maybe improve their bindings for downhill performance. 
They had a Swedish guy, Fredrik Andersson, who is a ski bum but also an engineer. He’d been working on the Beast in total 
secrecy and it was right along the lines I had been thinking, but also so far advanced. We became instant friends. His ideas 
were the first real improvements on Fritz’s original designs in almost 25 years, so it was super exciting to be a part of that.”

‘Fritz’ is legendary Austrian skier/inventor Fritz Barthel, who conceived of the first Dynafit Lowtech touring bindings in 
his basement workshop in the early 1980s. Still involved with the company, Fritz met Eric and took an instant liking to 
him. It was in Fritz’s workshop that Hoji was able to evolve his most prized concept from tinkering to true creation.

“This next boot I’m working on is where everything clicked for me,” Eric says. “Fritz invited me out to his place for a 
couple weeks. He is an excellent machinist as well as engineer, and has classic Swiss and Austrian made machines. He 
loved my enthusiasm and drive, and the way I ski. Fritz is like a fairy tale story of a guy who invented something and put 
twenty years of his life into it and didn’t get left behind when it took off.”

Under Barthel’s wing, Hoji was able to learn to machine his own parts from scratch and bring his wildest ideas to life. 
“That was the turning point, transitioning from piecing together scrap buckles and boot parts, to Fritz taking me in and 
showing me how to take an idea, make a drawing, engineer it and piece it all together. I owe him so much; I want to 
bring him over here. He’s a great skier and super passionate guy.”

After two years of his own hard passion and hundreds of hours in The Cage, Hoji’s boot works perfectly. Dynafit 
has already signed on and the unnamed, top secret touring boot will one day be a game changer for hard charging, 
backcountry skiers around the globe. 

Back at home, Eric says he’s looking forward to the next phase of his relationship with Jen and counts himself very fortunate 
to have someone so solid in his life. “She makes sure I eat and sleep when my brain is exploding with all these projects.”  

He’s also looking forward to more ski days with his fiancée this year. “We both travel a lot,” he admits, “but there’s no 
place like home. I have a hit list of lower-mountain skiing I haven’t been able to check off lately, so yeah, let it snow.”

Until then, if you need him, Hoji will probably be down in The Cage with the roof open so the ideas can float in and 
swirl around like the fat coastal snowflakes that have kept him inspired since those first few bricks of Lego snapped 
together so many years ago. 
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By Feet Banks 

Photography by Eric Berger

Let’s get one thing straight right away: there is 

no better invention for sliding through a field of 

powder than a snowboard. Skiing is awesome 

too, but for pure style, groove, and economy of 

motion, standing sideways always wins.

Of course, human nature is also hardwired to 

fear change, so when snowboarding started 

gaining traction in the late 1980s, the ski 

establishment was less than welcoming. 

Snowboarding attracted skateboarders and BMX 

kids into the mountains and there were definitely 

factions of the ski world who didn’t understand 

that kind of youthful energy.

“Getting spat on by people riding the chair 

was shitty,” says Dano Pendygrasse, a lifelong 

Whistler weekender who started snowboarding 

Blackcomb in November 1987, the first year 

boards were allowed on the lifts. “It was nothing 

serious, but for sure some of the mountain staff 

were real assholes to us.”

“Skiing was a family heritage thing passed on 

through generations,” explains Alex Warburton, 

who arrived in Whistler in 1988 and was one of 

the first local pros. “So it was the instructors, 

guides, and some ski patrollers who hated us—

basically the hall monitors of the culture.” 

As the token snowboard in the ski films of the 

era, Warburton was riding with ski pioneers like 

Eric Pehota and Trevor Petersen and says there 

was huge respect on both sides at that level. “But 

I remember the quote going around town was 

that Whistler Mountain had said, ‘You will never 

snowboard on Whistler Mountain.’ We didn’t care 

because Blackcomb was huge and we had so 

much confidence and were having so much fun.”

Whistler did eventually allow snowboarders in 

1990 and the floodgates opened. For the first 

time ever, the kids packing all their belongings 

into a rusted Pontiac to drive across Canada and 

start a new life in Whistler weren’t listening to The 

Tragically Hip or Zeppelin the whole way west. 

“It didn’t matter to me whether it was metal 

or rap, so long as it was pissing people off,” 

explains Stuart Andrews, who arrived in Whistler 

from Markham, Ontario in 1991. “Snowboarding 

was pure counterculture then—back home we 

were banned for being too loud or ‘scraping the 

snow off the mountain’ or for being knuckle  

CULTURE

PEACE IN 
THE VALLEY
THE EARLY DAYS OF WHISTLER 
SNOWBOARDING

“I bet 50 per cent of the 

snowboarders who moved to town 

came because Damian Sanders had 

jumped the Blackcomb windlip.” 

90’s snowboarding was so hot you didn’t need gloves. Brian Savard, Whistler Mountain 1992. 
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draggers. That attitude was thrust upon us; we 

were skateboard kids who just wanted to play 

in the snow, but everyone kept telling us how bad 

we were so we thought, ‘all right then, we are.’”

Andrews says Whistler appealed to a nation of 

disenfranchised youth because it had a scene. 

“Whistler had the Snoboard Shop, it was in the 

magazines. When you’re 17 years old you can’t 

afford to go test a place out. You sit at home 

with your magazine clippings on your wall and 

dream. I bet 50 per cent of the snowboarders 

who moved to town came because Damian 

Sanders had jumped the Blackcomb windlip.” 

As more and more young snowboarders flocked 

to town, they gained confidence in numbers. Just 

as snowboarding became accepted on ski hills, 

Andrews and his generation of Whistler imports 

gave the establishment new reasons to hate 

snowboarders; they started the Creekside Mob.

“Whistler was college for kids who never went 

to college,” Andrews says. “It was an island of 

outcast misfits. I remember when I knew I was 

staying… I went to a house party the first week 

I was there—it was skiers, hippies, burners—all 

sorts of people around a backyard fire. People 

were chugging and having fun, but there was 

one guy screaming bloody murder and peeling 

boards off the neighbour’s fence to make the fire 

bigger - and that was Chris Tutt. Then i met Shin 

(Campos) an Al Clarke and a bunch of number of 

other great people that eventually formed into 

the Creekside Mob.” 

Whistler did eventually allow 

snowboarders in 1990 and the 

floodgates opened. For the first 

time ever, the kids packing all their 

belongings into a rusted Pontiac to 

drive across Canada and start a new 

life in Whistler weren’t listening to 

The Tragically Hip or Zeppelin the 

whole way west. 

TOP Todd Bowman (centre) calling the 1991 Westbeach Classic on 
Whistler Mountain with Dano Pendygrasse (right) by his side.

LEFT Alex Warburton in Whistler’s first half pipe. 1992.
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The Creekside Mob were essentially harmless, 

they partied hard (BC Hydro used to have to 

shut the power off at their rented house to quell 

the continuous chaos), rode harder (the drunken 

Saint Valentine’s Day Massacre top-to-bottom 

snowboard race is still legendary) and the only 

real bloodshed had nothing to do with skiing 

or snowboarding and everything to do with 

teenage testosterone.

“There were never fights between skiers and 

snowboarders who had grown up here,” explains 

born-and-raised Whistler girl, Sarah Fennel. “It was 

when slightly older dudes moved to town and 

started dating the local high school girls. There 

were brawls at house parties and I remember one 

night when the local skier kids came over to my 

friend’s house all bloody and ramped up from a 

fight. When I found out they had beaten some of 

my “other” friends, I was in shock.”

Even that animosity was short lived as the 

youth culture of snowboarding attracted scores 

of young women to mountain towns just as 

ski technology began imitating snowboarding 

(fatter skis, twin tips—what great ideas!). Soon 

everyone began having the same kinds of fun 

and by the late nineties, Whistler skier crews 

like Heavy Hitting Films were drawing all their 

inspiration from the local snowboarders in the 

Treetop or Whiskey movies. Skiers were going 

big in the terrain parks (which at one point 

were snowboard-only) and snowboarders on 

snowmobiles were absolutely dominating big 

mountain riding in the Whistler backcountry, 

zones previously associated with upper-level 

ski mountaineering. And everyone was riding 

together at Ken Achenbach’s Camp of Champions 

summer camp on Blackcomb.

“There was a point where what we were all 

doing really lined up and the culture kinda 

merged,” explains Pendygrasse. “Although there’s 

always one kook from Ontario or somewhere still 

carrying the torch of ignorance.”

The current atmosphere is mostly respect 

because the mountains are ultimately in 

charge. Original Creekside Mob member Shin 

Campos sums it up best. “I always say, why ski 

when you can snowboard? Those boots look 

painful. But it’s peaceful. I work with skiers, 

my daughters started out skiing. Guys like the 

Pettit brothers or Kye Petersen are surfers and 

skateboarders who happen to ski. We have a 

Prime Minister who snowboards. I’m actually 

pretty optimistic…” 

Original Creekside Mob member 

Shin Campos sums it up best.  

“I always say, why ski when you  

can snowboard?”

LEFT Jake Best on Whistler Mountain. TOP RIGHT The Westbeach team at the 1991 Westbeach Classic on Whistler Mountain. BOTTOM RIGHT Rob Stevens on Blackcomb,1994.
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By Suzie Cromwell, RD

Juicing, 48-hour cleanses, fasting, colon 

cleanses… there continues to be a lot of hype 

around detoxing and cleansing diets. Celebrities 

swear by them and more and more people have 

been getting in on the action, but do they really 

work? Let’s take a closer look.

Bowel or colon cleansing has been around since 

the early 1900s, with roots based on an ancient 

theory called auto-intoxication—a belief that 

feces poisons the body and leads to the onset of 

disease. The American Medical Association refuted 

the theory and condemned the practice in 1919. 

With the rise in popularity of alternative health 

practices, we’ve seen a resurgence of bowel 

cleansing fads known as detoxification (detox) 

or cleansing diets. These diets are popular after 

periods of indulgence, holidays, or between 

seasons, and are promoted as a method to help 

the body remove toxins such as food additives, 

pesticide residues, caffeine, heavy metals, 

environmental pollutants, and more. Cleanse 

diet supporters have reported rapid weight-

loss, feeling re-energized, and enhanced overall 

health. But the established medical community 

remains dubious. How truthful are these 

exaggerated health claims?

What are detox and cleansing diets?

Ranging anywhere from 3 to 15 days, detox and 

cleansing diets claim to facilitate the removal of 

accumulated contaminants in our bodies found 

in the food we eat, the beverages we drink, and 

the air we breathe. They are often purchased as 

a kit, or found online. Common detox methods, 

either alone or in combination, include:

• Fasting or eliminating major foods or food 

groups

• Consuming large amounts of water or juice

• Using laxatives and/or herbal ingredients. 

Do detox and cleansing diets really work?

The truth is there is insufficient scientific data to 

categorically support the claim that detox and 

cleansing diets actually remove more toxins than 

a properly functioning body would. Our bodies are 

naturally well equipped with detoxifying agents—

our skin, lungs, kidneys, liver, and gastrointestinal 

tract are efficient at removing, or neutralizing, 

toxic substances. For example, the liver collects 

waste from the blood stream and delivers it to the 

kidneys where it is filtered and excreted in urine. 

The intestine eliminates solid waste after nutrients 

and water have been absorbed. Our organs have 

always worked together to remove toxins from 

our bodies without the need for specialized diets 

or restrictions.

Are detox and cleansing diets safe?

Detox and cleansing diets are often low in 

calories, protein, fibre, and other crucial 

nutrients. For example, the popular “Master 

Cleanse” consists of nothing but 6–12 glasses of 

water with maple syrup, lemon juice and cayenne 

pepper, plus laxatives. Seven to ten days of the 

master cleanse promotes side effects such as 

headaches, abdominal discomfort, and fatigue. 

Longer duration or repeated use of cleanses like 

this can result in more serious side effects such 

as vitamin and mineral deficiencies, electrolyte 

imbalances, and a weakened immune system. 

Are there benefits to detox and cleansing diets?

Definitely. Cleanses promote the avoidance 

of processed foods and often replaces them 

with fruits and vegetables, thus increasing the 

consumption of more nutritious foods. This is 

likely the reason many claim to feel better after 

cleansing. Cleanses may also encourage one to 

continue on the path to a healthier overall lifestyle.

Bottom Line:

The best way to live healthy is to eat healthy and 

exercise frequently all year long, not in spurts 

or with quick fix cleanses. Here are some basic 

recommendations for maintaining a healthy gut, 

staying regular, and preventing chronic disease:

• Avoid processed foods, added sugar, and 

alcohol 

• Consume a well-balanced diet that includes 

a variety of fruits and vegetables, whole 

grains, and plant-based protein and/or lean 

sources of animal protein

• Drink two litres of water daily

• Get enough rest and exercise for at least 30 

minutes a day.

Having a balanced diet, including adequate fibre 

and fluids, combined with physical activity, is a 

safe and effective method for staying regular and 

eliminating toxins. Don’t be fooled by the hype, 

be mindful—there are very few shortcuts to 

healthy living, so ditch the temporary detox and 

instead review your long-term eating patterns, 

set specific realistic goals, and work continuously 

towards developing a healthier lifestyle.

Disagree? Want more info or reference sources 

for this story? Suzie welcomes your thoughts at 

suziecromwellrd@gmail.com. 

DON’T 
BELIEVE THE 
DETOX HYPE
A REGISTERED DIETICIAN’S TAKE ON 
CLEANSING

WELLNESS

DAVE BARNES ILLUSTRATION.
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By Ace Mackay-Smith

Wondering what to do with that old pair of skis with no life left in them? 

Sure, you can get handy and make a cute-but-uncomfortable bench, but 

why not use that craftiness to transform them into the single best method 

for simultaneous beverage consumption ever conceived? A shot-ski! 

Most shot skis allow for four to five people to indulge at once. In 2011, 

Whistler residents combined their talents for an 85-person, 5-spoked group 

shot-ski, but an ambitious wedding party in Fernie, BC took the shot-ski to 

an epic and world-record-breaking level in 2013 by bolting 700-plus feet 

of skis together and intoxicating 522 slopeside guests. So bottoms up, the 

sky’s the limit.

Although, if you ask the Austrians, inventors of the shot-ski (and most 

everything else ski related) we’ve been doing it all wrong over here. The 

standard North American ski bum technique is to affix several shot glasses 

to an old ski by drilling holes at an equal distance apart to allow three to 

five people to stand side-by-side along the length of the ski. After gluing 

the shot glasses into place, us North Americans just giv’r!

In Austria, the shot-ski is traditionally known as a schnappski. It seems to 

have been around since the invention of après ski and the Austrian old 

timers didn’t bother with power tools or glue. Their traditional schnappski 

method is to not attach the glasses at all, instead relying on skill, precision 

and teamwork to achieve shot-ski success. It’s riskier, but skiing has always 

been about risk, just read the back of your lift ticket!

Of course, times change and technology progresses everything in the 

ski industry, even the shot-ski. A company called shotzski.com offers a 

boutique, shot-ski set-up consisting of tiny bindings and ski-boot-shaped 

shot glasses. It’s definitely easier, more expensive and more sanitary than 

the ski bum method, but it’s also nice to have a bunny-hill option for shot 

skiers, too.

Regardless of you methodology, one thing is certain. No one shot-skis 

alone, that’s what makes them awesome. Racer ready? Set, 3-2-1 shot-ski!

For a guide to building a shot-ski, go to mountainlifemedia.ca/shotski 

SHOT-SKI ME
A BRIEF HISTORY OF SINGLE-PLANK DRINKING

A wedding party in Fernie, BC took the shot-ski 
to an epic and world-record-breaking level in 
2013 by bolting 700-plus feet of skis together 
and intoxicating 522 slopeside guests.

The Swedish Après Shot Ski Team. JOERN ROHDE PHOTO.

DRINK
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Women’s 
Refugitive 
Jacket

Crushing jet lag. A marginal night’s sleep. A day-long skin in with a storm 

just behind, to a near-blind descent of the couloir. For those tenacious 

enough to hunt down the backcountry’s untracked, the new Refugitive Jacket 

combines GORE-TEX® wind- and waterproof/breathable weather protection 

with unimpaired stretch and mobility. Lightweight and super packable, the 

Refugitive Jacket is part of Patagonia’s comprehensive new Backcountry 

Touring Collection: wearable equipment for moving through the mountains. 

Learn more at patagonia.com/backcountry

Reward offered.

PAT_F15_MountainLife_Refugitive_FP.indd   1 10/14/15   2:15 PM
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Pemberton: Where your roots have room to grow.

It’s no secret that I love Pemberton. Born and raised here, I know the valley and the 

people and I truly enjoy sharing my love of Pemberton with others. Whether you’re 

buying or selling, put my over 13 years of real estate experience and lifetime of 

local knowledge to work for you. I am happy to help and just a phone call away. 

604 698 5128 or email danielle@wrec.com

REALESTATEPEMBERTON.COM
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By Brian Peech

Falling out of fashion like the long, skinny skis 

that once lined its patio, the Whistler Lodge was 

on its deathbed last season. Having fallen into 

disrepair, the lodge, one of the last remnants of 

Old Whistler in an otherwise modern resort town, 

had become a prime target for demolition in a 

saturated real estate market. But thanks to a local 

couple, the former (and legendary) UBC Lodge, 

not only dodged the bulldozer, it’s now thriving.

“It’s vintage Whistler; it’s the real deal,” says 

local developer and new owner Chris Pelz, 

who along with his wife Angela, purchased the 

property earlier this year.

“A lot of people around the valley have ties to 

this building. The old ski patrol parties held up 

there—there are crazy stories from those I wish 

I could tell. Every old-time local has got a story 

about this place, a story and a smile.”

HISTORY

When Whistler Mountain started development 

in the area, it offered free land to select ski 

clubs—UBC’s Varsity Outdoor Club (VOC) was 

one of them. Formed in 1917, the VOC was an 

integral part of promoting adventure in the Coast 

Mountains at the time, and hugely impacted the 

growth of skiing and mountaineering in the area 

post-World War II.

With the land secured in the early 1960s, 

volunteers from UBC went to work on building 

the lodge. A grad student at the time, Whistler 

legend Karl Ricker was the crew’s foreman. 

“When we got there, it was just a rectangle  

WHISTLER LANDMARK 
DODGES BULLDOZER
THE RESURRECTION OF THE WHISTLER LODGE

MOUNTAINHOME

PHOTOS COURTESY WHISTLER LODGE HOSTEL.
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drawn on some logging slash,” says Ricker. “So 

we arrived on the scene with compasses and 

measuring chains to try to figure out where this 

mysterious rectangle was. That was the first 

hurdle—finding the damn thing.”

Using a rudimentary skid road that loggers had 

cut through the property, Ricker and his team 

managed to get four-wheel drive vehicles up 

close to the site for about a month. “Then the 

rains came and put a stop to that, so we had to 

haul stuff in roughly three-quarters of a kilometre 

to the cabin site. Everything was carried in from 

there by hand.” 

The build teams worked only on the weekends, 

and slept on-site in a large 30-foot tent. The 

lodge was completed in 1965 (before the 

Garibaldi Lifts were even running) for only about 

$16,000 in materials.

“We got the roof on it before Armistice Day 

(aka Remembrance Day) weekend,” says Ricker. 

“There was a picture of it on the cover of the 

Vancouver Province with the headline ‘Students 

Get an A for Effort’ or something like that. That 

picture is actually on the wall of the cabin now.”

As time went on, use of the lodge began to wane. 

By 1974, the cabin was hardly used, and the VOC 

sought to unload it. “The university took over from 

the Outdoor Club through a terrific fracas,” says 

Ricker. “They tried to look after it, but it withered.”

Once popular as a cheap(er) Whistler 

accommodation spot, over time the lodge 

became financially unviable. The final blow 

came after the 2010 Winter Olympics, when 

Hostelling International purchased Whistler’s 

Athletes’ Village and converted it to a hostel. The 

competition all but buried the lodge.

After an assessment valued the property 

at close to a million dollars, UBC’s Alma 

Mater Society (AMS) held a referendum in 

2013 and the decision was made to let the 

property go. 

Resurrection

Chris Pelz and his wife had been looking for 

a property on which to build a family home 

when the lodge came up for sale in early 

2015. “I knew it was a beautiful property,” 

says Pelz, who first visited the lodge some 

20-odd years ago. “And it really is quite 

unique to have something so large—1.8 

acres—in Whistler.” 

Pelz wasn’t alone. Other developers had 

also been snooping around the property.  
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The number of bed units alone would make it a 

significant investment for a townhouse project 

and word around Whistler was that the lodge 

would be torn down due to its age and neglect.

Pelz admits he had originally planned on just 

that, but after spending some time on the 

property and delving deeper into its history, he 

and his wife had a change of heart. “Angela and 

I just looked at each other at the same moment, 

and it was unanimous. There was no way we 

could tear this place down.”

Instead they invested about half a million dollars 

into the restoration, sourcing all local contractors 

and suppliers. “The lodge was a mess,” Pelz 

says. “It had been run into the ground and 

couldn’t have been any more beat up. So we 

just fixed it up and brought it back to its old 

glory and gave the whole property a haircut.”

Current manager, Andrew Sakamoto, was 

involved in the lodge’s rejuvenation from the 

get-go. He says one of the biggest challenges 

was maintaining that old Whistler charm during 

the facelift. “It was really hard to figure out 

where to draw the line with the renovations. 

There’s a lot of old wood, it really does have 

that rustic lodge feel and we didn’t want to 

lose too much of that. If these walls could talk, 

I’m sure they’d have some crazy stories to tell.”

And the walls did talk, in a way. During the 

renovations to the bathrooms, Sakamoto 

stumbled across something sandwiched in 

between the plywood. “We pried that open 

and there were all these old-school posters 

from bands and a couple of Powder Magazine 

covers,” he says. “The oldest one I found 

was from 1978. There was all sorts of stuff 

just glued onto the walls. And that’s a total 

throwback to old Whistler.”

Centrally located between the Village and 

Creekside, the lodge now boasts 42 beds 

in dorm-style bunkrooms as well as private 

and semi private suites. Amenities include a 

sauna, hot tub, onsite laundry, a ski and board 

waxing area, shared kitchen space, secure gear 

storage, a pool table and a spacious lounge. 

The property is divided into two buildings, one 

communal designed for socializing and the 

other for lodging.

“We wanted to keep the dorm side as kind of 

a quiet area where you can get some privacy 

and relax,” Sakamoto explains, “and have the 

common areas more social and vibrant. We 

really try to encourage people to, you know, talk 

to each other. Be friendly and help each other 

out with advice, especially for people trying to 

find jobs and places to live in the early season.”

And people are definitely talking. Since 

the new ownership and facelift, popularity 

has surged and the Whistler Lodge has 

skyrocketed in online rankings for places to 

stay in Whistler—all through word of mouth. 

“We’ve had people come through that were 

part of the original Varsity Outdoor Club,” 

Sakamoto says. “People that actually built the 

place and are happy to see it is still going.” 

“I’m glad it’s in good hands,” says Ricker. 

“The new owners definitely fixed it up and I 

see stuff I personally built over 50 years ago, 

still in good shape. I’m very grateful for that.”

Pelz isn’t one to bask in the gratitude, 

however. “We try to be humble people,” he 

says. “But we’re quietly very proud. This is 

from the heart and at some point we’ll throw 

a fiftieth anniversary party, but for now it’s 

just nice to know there are a lot of happy kids 

coming to town at $30–$35 a night.”

Sakamoto, one of many who came to Whistler 

for a season and never left, agrees.

“The goal is for us to be here for another 

50 years and continue to be a place 

where people come to fall in love with the 

mountains,” he says. “And maybe this is one 

of the first places people stay when Whistler 

really gets its hooks into them.” 

whistlerlodgehostel.com

First on the scene. UBC Lodge in the late 1960s with no neighbours, and few trees. COURTESY WHISTLER MUSEUM AND ARCHIVES.
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LIVE     
 WHERE 
 YOU 
LOVE

www.lgwhistlerrealestate.com • lindsay@wrec.com • 604-935-9533 • 1-800-667-2993
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For Eric Savics and Danny Hagge, their love for wood has deep roots. 

Sitting on top of giant, thick-cut slabs of raw-edged timber, the lifelong 

friends begin reminiscing. Stories of their teenage years skateboarding on 

Vancouver’s North Shore mix in amongst the growling sounds of saws and 

the smells of fresh cut cedar and wood smoke. 

“I built a lot of ramps when I was a kid,” says Savics. “Just plywood 

attached to whatever we could find, a log or whatever. I guess you could 

say that was my first introduction to working with wood.”

“We would just build the most ghetto, horrible stuff,” says Hagge, the 

son of a Squamish builder. He talks of his passion for woodworking, and 

how it had deepened in high school, when he’d spent all his free time in 

shop class. Eventually Hagge shared the finer points of woodworking with 

his friend and after high school, went on to work as a carpenter. With the 

money he was earning, Hagge bought a small chainsaw mill and began 

milling as a hobby on the weekends while roofing during the week. “I was 

literally framing roofs and watching arborists drop trees,” he says. “I’d yell 

down, ‘Hey, what are you doing with that log?’”

The seed for Vancouver Urban Timberworks was planted.

Typically, after an arborist fells a tree, it is bucked into firewood or thrown 

into a wood chipper for landfill. That didn’t sit well with Hagge, who was 

about 21 at the time and living with Savics. The two began scheming ways 

to turn a passion for wood into a business built on reclaiming that wasted 

timber.

“You’d see 30-foot clear, four-foot-wide cedars being cut up for firewood,” 

Hagge says. “Watching that stuff go to waste was horrendous. As a wood 

worker, it really sucked. That’s really what drove us to start sawmilling.”

“We thought about the number of arborists from Hope to Pemberton,” 

Savics says. “And that must mean there’s a fair amount of urban timber 

coming down on a daily, weekly, monthly basis.” 

They were right.  A boom of new home construction, add-ons, and a surge 

of laneway houses was rocking the Lower Mainland. At the same time, 

drought-affected soil became less capable of securing large trees against   

ENVIRONMENT

TURNING URBAN GREEN WASTE INTO UNIQUE SLABS OF TIMBER

Story by Brian Peech

VANCOUVER URBAN 
 TIMBERWORKS

NELSON PHILLIPS PHOTO.
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heavy coastal winds. As a result, Vancouver alone has lost 50,000 trees 

since 1996. A whopping 96 per cent of those fell on private property.

“We realized that even one per cent of the waste in Vancouver would be 

enough to easily sustain a small business,” Savics continues. “The reason 

it works for us is that we sell slabs and wide-dimensional material, and 

we operate on a much smaller basis than a lot of the mills out there. It’s 

actually economical to whip out on our crane truck and pick up one or two 

logs at a time. Larger saw mills have to have such high volumes of raw 

logs coming through their plants to sustain them. Sometimes the scale is 

so large, that not operating for several hours 

can be detrimental.”

Since launching in 2010, Vancouver Urban 

Timberworks (VUT) has grown from weekend 

hobby to a business that includes a 

woodshop in North Vancouver, a sawmill in 

Squamish and partnerships with tree services and municipalities across the 

Lower Mainland. With a growing list of customers that includes furniture 

builders, cabinet makers, artisans, timber framers, contractors, carpenters, 

architects, interior designers and woodworkers, VUT expects to bring on up 

to six fulltime employees in the coming year.

VUT provides a free pick-up service that has proven to be a win-win for all 

parties. The client and arborist save money, and Hagge and Savics walk 

away with raw material to be repurposed. This repurposing is at the heart 

of what VUT is all about, and since its inception, one of the main goals is 

to operate as environmentally responsible as possible. 

“I think we’ll get to the point where we are a closed-circuit business, but 

at the same time we are trying to run a financially sustainable business as 

well, so we’re trying to marry the two and balance them,” says Savics.

In the past, Danny and Eric have made their own bio-diesel for their trucks, 

but due to the recent growth spurt, they’ve had to switch back to a B-50 

blend, a bio-diesel product sourced through a supplier in Metro Vancouver. 

VUT is currently researching wind and solar power options to run its mill.

After renting yards, mills and kilns on an as-needed basis,  VUT moved 

its milling operation to Squamish full-time, two years ago, while 

maintaining the wood shop in North Vancouver. Last spring, with the 

help of the Business Development Bank of Canada, VUT invested heavily 

in infrastructure and equipment, installed a state-of-the-art sawmill and 

became what Hagge proudly calls “a 

real milling company.” 

“This right here is our future,” he 

continues, waving his arm towards the 

yard. “There’s only a certain amount 

of money you can make building slab 

tables, and we always wanted to get into the supply side of things. We 

want to supply the woodworkers. It’s all locally sourced, no importing from 

overseas. We’re reusing and recycling the stuff that would otherwise be just 

firewood or wood chips in a landfill.”

“And just look at this stuff,” Hagge adds, slapping his palm on a huge slab 

of planed cedar. “It’s beefy, it’s strong, and it’s got a lot of character. It’s 

just beautiful to look at. It’s got personality.” 

And personality is hard not to love. 

vancouverurbantimberworks.com

LEFT Danny Hagge. RIGHT Danny (left) and Eric Savics at the new mill space in Squamish. ALANA PATERSON PHOTOS.

Vancouver alone has lost 50,000 trees  
since 1996. A whopping 96 per cent  
of those fell on private property.
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TRADITIONAL CHINESE MEDICINE
NATUROPATHIC MEDICINE 

REGISTERED MASSAGE THERAPY 
OSTEOPATHY | ORGANIC FACIALS

WINTER HOURS 
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SUN 10:00AM - 6:00PM

208-4368 Main Street (next to the Whistler Eye Clinic)
604.962.8828 | whistlerintegrative.com

Does the thought of buying or selling 
your home give you a headache?

Take two Aspirin and call me in the morning!

TRACY COLLINGRIDGE

WhistlerHomeSales.com
WhistlerForeClosures.com

604-935-0918
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In Lost Lake PassivHaus, a 5 minute walk from Whistler Village
crosscountr yconnec tion.ca  • 604.905.0071

Glide. Unwind. Revive.
By sunlight or by moonlight,

explore the beautiful forested wonderland of
Lost Lake Park on cross country skis or snowshoes. 

Open daily from 8 AM. Trails lit to 8pm.

DIAMOND HEAD CONSULTING
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TREE CARE  
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT & MONITORING
ARBORICULTURE 
PLANNING & DESIGN

Integrating environmental features, creating great places.

ECOLOGICAL RESTORATION

WILDFIRE MANAGEMENT
ECOSYSTEM PLANNING

(604) 733-4886  DIAMONDHEADCONSULTING.COM
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Dave Treadway on Blackcomb mountain. BLAKE JORGENSON PHOTO.

Dave Treadway on Blackcomb Mountain. BLAKE JORGENSON PHOTO.





Wiley Miller in the Whistler backcountry. BLAKE JORGENSON PHOTO.
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Kye Petersen, Whistler Backcountry. MASON MASHON PHOTO.
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Nick Larson, Rusutsu, Japan. ANDREW STRAIN PHOTO. 
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ABOVE Alex Blais, Blackcomb backcountry. ANDREW BRADLEY PHOTO. BELOW  Mt. Currie. OLLIE JONES PHOTO.
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Dave Treadway and Ullr, Pemberton Backcountry. KEVIN T MCHUGH PHOTO.





By Feet Banks

Being cold sucks and being wet sucks, but 

being cold and wet really sucks, especially on a 

winter camping trip. That’s why my wife won’t go 

on them—her feet are frozen when she climbs 

into bed in the house. In a sleeping bag in a 

snowcave? Forget about it. 

That’s why she’s the perfect person to test out 

this Kathmandu XT Series Polaris Mummy Bag 

featuring water repellent DownTek™ fill. If it 

doesn’t work, you can bet she’ll let us know. But 

first, some background…

For the past decade or so, water-resistant down 

has been the Holy Grail of gear innovations. 

Down insulates so well because the lofty 

feathers trap a lot of air and weigh very little. 

And although ducks and geese spend a lot of 

time in the water and rain, once you remove 

the feather from the bird even the slightest bit 

of moisture turns the down into a clumpy, non-

insulating mess. 

Enter science—specifically nanotechnology that 

coats each piece of down on a molecular level. 

Daniel Guigui and Andrew Payne have been in the 

down game for years and they are the principles 

behind DownTek™, a water repellent down fill 

used by brands like Dynafit, Big Agnes, LL Bean 

and more. We tracked them down for some more 

info while my wife rigorously tested the goods.

Mountain Life:  How does it work? 

Dan and Andrew: We have a treatment that 

creates surface tension on the down cluster. The 

moisture rolls off the down cluster rather than 

soaking into it. 

How did you figure it out? 

Originally it was a fill-enhancer being produced 

in Europe that we were lucky enough to 

recognize as having possible water-resistant 

capabilities. The chemical itself was not a big 

secret, but the application was the challenge. 

Moving from the lab to the production floor 

and treating 50 kilos of down at a time was the 

biggest hurdle. We were too dumb to give up.

A chemical, eh? What’s the environmental side of it 

look like? 

If you want the absolute best in water repellency, 

you have to use some kind of fluorocarbon. C8 

long-chain carbons have been banned in most 

places and we’ve never used them. The original 

DownTek™ C-6 was made up of a short-chain 

carbon, which is non-toxic and performs the 

best. Some brands demand carbon free so we 

launched DownTek™ ZeroPFC™ last January 

and it has zero perfluorocarbons (PFCs) and still 

performs ten times better than untreated down. 

All our down is a byproduct of the food industry 

and our factories in Cincinnati, Taiwan and China 

are all Responsible Down Standard (RDS) certified.

Daniel and Andrew went on to explain that every 

time a new brand comes to test DownTek™ 

they become a customer, but the only customer 

I care about is my wife. After taking the garden 

hose treatment for half an hour, followed by 

15 minutes of LAYING IN A CREEK, she was 

still smiling.  “The outer shell is actually really 

repellent,” she says. “The fake rain was nothing. 

Obviously it sucked being in the creek, but even 

soaking wet the bag stayed pretty warm and 

maintained its loft. I’m impressed.”

Me too. Hot damn! Bring on the snowcave. 

down-tek.com

DOWNTEK™: WATER REPELLENT DOWN?
DO A LITTLE DANCE, MAKE A LITTLE LOVE, GET DOWN TONIGHT

Warm and comfy is hard to fake. MARK GRIBBON PHOTO.

GEAR
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4FRNT KYE Skis 

“True maximum versatility. Big mountain. 
All mountain. Touring and spring laps 
through the crud. The new KYE series is 
the culmination of 13 years of developing 
progressive tools for freeskiers. Featured 
here, the 110 mm width offers the stiffness 
demanded for big mountain descents as 
well as hard charging laps around the resort. 
Given its 25 m radius and generous pop to 
spin and flip amid natural terrain, the KYE 
110 is the epitome of the one-ski quiver.  
Also available in 120 and 95 mm versions.”  
4frnt.com
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Prior Fissile Splitboard

“Taking inspiration from Founder/Head 
Designer Chris Prior’s surfing roots, the Fissile 
Split is almost unsinkable in the deepest 
conditions and the ride of choice for any true 
powder connoisseur. Designed to float like a 
longboard and turn on a dime, its elongated 
nose and 6.5 m turning radius offer ample 
float and a nimble ride that emulates surfing 
waves. Build your ride in our lightweight, XTC 
carbon construction to save 15% off the board 
weight! Available in 161, 166, 172 lengths.” 
– Matt, Prior Skis, Function Junction, Whistler  
604.935.1923 priorsnow.com

Helly Hansen Racer Jacket

High altitude and high speed inspire this 
performance insulated ski jacket. Waterproof, 
breathable Helly Tech Performance 
mechanical stretch fabric is combined with 
PrimaLoft insulation and innovative H2Flow 
system for turbo-charged mechanical venting 
providing ultimate temperature regulation.
– Alicja, Helly Hansen Westin Resort 
604.932.0142 and Whistler Village 
604.932.0143 hellyhansen.com

Mountain Hardware 
Hillstone™ Long Sleeve 
Shirt

“The Hillstone is an exceptionally 
comfortable shirt made from soft, 100% 
cotton fabric. Its horizontal-dotted pattern 
gives it a modern, up-to-date look. Relaxed 
and unpretentious, this is just a great, 
versatile shirt.”  
– Shannon, Escape Route Whistler 
604.938.3228 and Squamish 604.892.3228 
escaperoute.ca
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Organic Food • Fresh Produce • Bakery 
Gourmet Meats • Floral • Delivery

Open 8am - 9pm Everyday!
www.nestersmarket.com

Squamish Whistler

� ere’s something about 

Chocolate

604 932 4100                  Located at the 
base of the Whistler Village Gondola
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Arc’teryx Lithic Glove
 
“Building on the game-changing TriDex™ 
Glove technology, Arc’teryx is stepping things 
up again this year with redesigned gloves that 
deliver unprecedented levels of hydrophobicity, 
durability, grip and dexterity. Arc’teryx is the 
only company in the world creating 3-layer, fully 
taped GORE-TEX® gloves. Your hands will know 
the difference.” 
– James, ARC’TERYX Whistler, 604.962.9272 
arcteryx.com

Icebreaker MerinoLOFT Stratus LS 
Zip Hood

“For cold mornings in camp, lunch breaks on the 
ridgeline and après beers in the trailhead parking 
lot—the Stratus Long Sleeve Zip Hood is a technical, 
insulated hoodie that packs serious warmth when you 
need it most. Features a 100% recycled polyester shell 
and the innovative 180 g MerinoLOFT™ insulation, 
the Stratus forgoes traditional synthetic fills for a 
sustainable, water-resistant merino blend (featuring 
recycled wool content) that provides ample warmth 
even when wet.” 
– Brian, Escape Route Whistler 604.938.3228 and 
Squamish 604.892.3228 escaperoute.ca

HALTI Women’s  
Kiisa Jacket

“Add an urban flair to your skiing with 
the Kiisa jacket. Made of highly technical 
DrymaxX Stretch and DrymaxX Denim 
materials with a wadded Microtherm 
lining, it’s great and practical on the 
slopes and as an everyday winter jacket.” 
– Joze, Whistler Village Spots, Whistler 
604.932.3327  whistlervillagesports.com

Surefoot Custom Ski Boots

“Surefoot makes the best fitting, best 
performing ski boots ever. Our custom liners 
feature a new foam delivery system that 
eliminates air pockets and discomfort. They’re 
warmer, more durable and give and extremely 
comfortable fit through your whole foot – 
you will feel the difference in your first turn.  
Surefoot Custom Boots are available in 19 
different models and ability-specific shells for 
men and women. The Contoura® liners work 
with all brands and models and can turn your 
existing boot into a custom ski boot you need 
to ski to believe.”  
– Sam, Surefoot Whistler, Whistler Village 
604.938.1663  surefoot.com

HITCASE 

Hitcase PRO+ is a 100 percent 
waterproof, shockproof and mountable 
case for the iPhone 6 and 6 Plus that 
takes your pictures and videos to a 
creative new place. Hitcase’s performance 
lenses and versatile mounts let you 
fearlessly share your life with the world. 
The PRO+ Action Pack includes everything 
that comes with Hitcase PRO plus the 
following items: TrueLUX Superwide Lens 
(upgrade from Wide Lens), Pocketable 
ShootR Pole, Tripod TiltR Mount, StickR 
Surface Mount. 
– Ashlin, McCoos Whistler, Whistler Village 
604.932.2842 mccooswhistler.com

http://store.hitcase.com/hitcase-pro-iphone-6.html
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Creekbread and the Community 
Lending a Helping Hand to local charities 

52 weeks a year, every Tuesday night since 2009. 

604 905 6666   www.creekbread.com 
2021 Karen Cres. Whistler, BC (behind the Husky in Creekside Lodge)

All-natural wood-fi red pizza
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Peak Performance Heli Gravity Suit

“When you want head-to-ankle weather protection it 
only makes sense to get a jacket and pants that were 
designed to work together but you also want to look 
like you’re having fun. The Heli Gravity Jacket and Pants 
mix bright, eye catching colours with 3-layer GORE-
TEX® that’s wind and waterproof but still has great 
breathability. The Pants feature a button system to link 
with the jacket, seam sealed zips, vents, reinforced cuffs 
and snow gaiters on the bottoms. A bomber suit for any 
big day.”  
– Miranda, Peak Performance Whistler, Whistler Village 
604.905.1183 peak-whistler.com

G3 Alpinist Climbing 
Skins

“You gotta get up to get down, 
so why not get the most versatile, 
reliable, go anywhere skins available. 
G3’s Alpinist Skins are now even 
further ahead of the pack with 
refined connectors, greater length 
adjustability, lighter weight, fresh 
graphics, superior waterproofing 
and the highest environmental 
standards. Local BC company, too.”  
– Murray, Valhalla Pure Outfitters, 
Squamish, 604.892.9092 vpo.ca

Columbia Bugaboo III Boot

Rugged and weatherproof with the best of Columbia 
technology, this insulated, guaranteed-waterproof men’s 
winter boot provides exceptional protection in extreme 
conditions. A whopping 600 grams of insulation and an 
Omni-Heat® thermal-reflective lining provide a warm-yet-
breathable environment for hard-working feet. The Techlite™ 
shell is flexible, protective, and supremely light—letting you 
go further, faster, without getting tired.”  
– Jessica, Columbia Store, Whistler Village 604.932.4106 
columbiasportswear.com

Editor’s Pick: Basecamp X Wendigo 

“Basecamp X is a long-time Mountain Life favourite for blades and this is founder Graeme Cameron’s 
answer to the hatchet. Named after a mythical beast of the North American First Nations, this blade 
will slice, hack, chisel, pry, crush and pretty much decimate anything you put in its way. The large, 
heavy cutting edge makes it much safer than a hatchet – it’s difficult to miss when you’re swinging a 
Wendigo. Available November 2015 in 8, 10 or 12-inch versions.”  
– Feet Banks, basecampx.com
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Burton [ak] 2L Helitack Jacket

“In the coldest, wettest conditions, warmth and dryness are equally critical. That’s why 
the Men’s Helitack is powered by bluesign® approved combo of PrimaLoft® Silver 
synthetic insulation and Burton-exclusive GORE-TEX® 2L Fabric. It’s also seam-sealed 
with waterproof GORE-SEAM® tape so the end result is warmth, waterproofing, and 
breathability even in the wettest conditions. Bonus features include YKK® water-
resistant zips, a removable snow-blocking waist gaiter and an internal dump pocket for 
on-hill supplies.  All backed by Burton’s Lifetime Warranty.”  
– Nathan, burton.com

North Face FUSEFORM Brigandine 2L Insulated Jacket

“This warm, insulated jacket with a waterproof, hyper-durable exterior offers the ultimate 
protection during the pursuit of new terrain and epic lines. Mid-weight nylon seamlessly 
integrates with heavier weight nylon in the hood, shoulders, sides and inner arms to eliminate 
bulk and achieve a low-profile fit that’s lightweight, yet strong and durable.” 
– Jessica, The North Face Store, Whistler Village 604.938.7432 thenorthface.com

The Shotszki

“Sure you can duct tape some bar-stolen shot 
glasses to a Re-Use-It-Centre ski, but why not ramp 
things up a little bit and do your shots in style with 
these beauties. Pour to the green circle and you’re a 
beginner drinking a half shot (who does that?). Pour 
to the intermediate blue square and you’re up to a 
true one-ounce shooter, or go double black diamond 
for two ounces of pain and pleasure. And best of all, 
you can unclip the glass from the binding and ask 
the bartender for another round. Ding ding.”  
– Todd, shotzski.com

Autonomy Mastery and 
Purpose in the Avalanche Path 
– By Bruce Kay

“Local guide, forecaster, man of the mountains 
Bruce Kay wrote this book to make avalanche 
intelligence more available to the general 
public. It incorporates best-known knowledge 
from many expert domains, ranging from 
cognitive psychology to civil aviation and from 
Canada’s own professional avalanche industry. 
Mixing theory with anecdotal examples and 
case studies, the objective is primarily to raise 
awareness but also spur a pursuit of strategies 
for success, based on well-founded systems of 
thinking and decision-making.”  
– avalanchepatch.com
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Whistler Blackcomb ‘Unlimited’
Season Pass Holders save 50%

on sun peaks lift tickets
Other resort pass holders save 25%

CANADA’S
SECOND LARGEST

IT’S JUST YOU AND THE MOUNTAINS

With the second largest amount of ski terrain in Canada—a whopping 
4,270 acres—at our doorstep, you get to enjoy the pristine environment of 
the mountains. Renowned light, dry snow, an award-winning ski-through 
village, and big smiles from friendly longtime locals are the fabric of this 
special place. It’s time for you to explore Sun Peaks.

www.SunPeaksResort.com/WB        1.855.975.6788

Photos: Adam Stein, Kelly Funk

Restrictions apply. See online for details.
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“When the wind calls, you know that somewhere in the 
mountains, it has found the answers you were looking for.”  

– Vikram Oberoi

Suz Graham escapes the hustle. ANDREW BRADLEY PHOTO.

The Escape Issue coming February 2016
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604.938.1616

Carleton Lodge 

CANADIANWILDERNESS.COM

across from Whistler gondola

6 C                  
WILDERNESS ADVENTURES

ANADIAN STAY WILD

AN EXCLUSIVE FINE DINING ADVENTURE 
COMING THIS WINTER

Reservations for this exclusive adventure are limited to 16 seats per week, 
over 12 Saturday evenings. Cost for the North Table experience is $500 per guest. 
Call us to plan your once-in-a-lifetime dining adventure.

To Reserve:

We invite you to reserve your seat to snowmobile up to Canadian’s own Sproatt 
Cabin in Whistler’s stunning backcountry. Your guide will lead you on a thrilling 
adventure through giant, old-growth forest to one of the most spectacular handmade 
log cabins you have ever seen. Be spoiled with a decadent, four-course dinner by 
candlelight in our wood-oven-warmed cabin. The soft glow of candles also marks the 
trails in the alpine, so venture out on authentic wooden snowshoes to take in the night sky.

The Collective Kitchen stems from John Ferris’ passion for Pacific Northwest cuisine 
and is a fresh addition to Whistler’s unique gastronomic scene. Working collaboratively 
with local and regional farmers, artisans, and purveyors, his farm-to-table philosophy 
begins with simple elegance and a culinary standard that includes the highest quality 
of food available in the region. John’s  passion and creativity have made him THE chef 
in town, and our choice to prepare your off the grid, fine dining experience.

The Adventure:
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